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erty of which is leased to others for opera-

tion. The income which these companies re-

ceive is substantially the rent paid to them

by the lessee companies from which their

own corporate expenditures, including divi-

dends, are made.

The Union Electric Train Staff.

The Union Switch & Signal Company has

brought out a new design of electric train

staff instrument, called model No. 2. This

design is like the last one made by this com-

pany in having a small staff, but in its
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mechanism it is more like the earlier Webb

& Thompson design. As the reader is aware,

the train staff is a billet of wood or metal

which is given to the enginemen of a train

to signify that he has the right to the road

between two stations, the names of which

are inscribed on the staff. Without a staff,

no engine can start from either station. A

train running from A to B, with the staff

for that section, gives up the staff at B and

receives another one as authority to run

from B to C, and so on. By the original

plan a. single staff was provided for each

section, and thus could be used only by reg-

ularly alternating trains; thus, A to B; B to

A: A to B. etc. By the use of tickets, a

staff was made to serve for two or more

trains following one another in the same

direction. This, however, was cumbersome,

and the electric apparatus was devised to

make the staff always as readily available

at one end of the section as at the other.

Tyer’s tablet apparatus was the first elec-

trical device of this kind; next came Webb &

Thompson's electric train staff (1889); then _

the American modiﬁcation of this, brought

out by the Union Switch &/Signal Company

a few years ago, and now we have the latest
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to Fig. 1.

to Fig. 2.

Fig. 3—- indicator Fig. 6—Staff Out;

$h°Wi"9 "Staff Same as Fig. 3.

Out."

improvement.‘ The most noticeable outward

change that has been made is in the arrange-

ment of the magazine, Fig. 1, by which the

staffs must always be taken out at one point

and be put in at another. so that all of the

staffs are used in rotation. In the earlier

designs a few of the staffs did all of the

work. '

Of the illustrations, Fig. 4 shows the ap-

paratus in the same position as ii. is in Fig.

1; Fig. 5 the same as Fig. 2; and Fig. 6 the

same as Fig. 3.

The principal parts are shown in Figs. 4

‘The Webb & Thompson stat! machine was de-

scribed In the Railroad Gazette August 1, 1890.

The operation of the stall on I e Philadelphia &

Reading was described Dec. 6, 1901, and on the

DECEMBER 23, 1904.
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Fig. 9——UnIon Electric Train Staff, Model No. 2.

and 7, as follows: 1, releasing wheel, and,

2, locking wheel, these being geared together,

and always moving in unison; 3, special

compound magnet; 4, armature of magnet;

5, rod to lift armature; 6, lock; 7, arm for

lifting 5, 6 and 18; 8, cam (turned by knob 9,

Fig. 1) for moving arm .7; 10, pole changer;

11, circuit controller; 12, bell key (key 13

shown in Fig. 1 is not used); 14, bell; 15

(Fig. 1), base; 16 (Figs. 1 and 7), neutral

indicator; 17, polarized indicator; 18 (Fig.

1), red disk; 19 (Fig. 7), releasing drum.

Disks D 1 and D 2, Fig. 1, can be revolved

only when wheels 1 and 2, Fig. 4, are free

to revolve with them. ' \

Compound magnet 3 consists of one coil of

high resistance and one of low; the two,

when energized by currents of opposite po-

larity, both exert an inﬂuence in the same

direction to hold an armature placed be-

tween them, at right angles to a line passing

through the axes of the two coils. The elec-

trical connections are shown in Fig. 8. The

arrangement is the same at both stations,

and there is one metallic circuit (two wires)

from station to station. The normal posi-

tion of the apparatus is as shown in Fig 4;

and the electric circuit from station to sta-

tion is normally dead. The operator at A,

desiring to send a train to B, calls B by push-

ing the bell key 12 (Figs. 1 and 7), which

closes the points at w . (Fig. 8), closing cir-

cuit through indicator 16 at station B (as

well as in his own machine). At B, points

w being open, the current passes through the

polarized indicator 17 also; and thence

through wire s and points I) in the circuit

controller, 11, to hell 14; thence through wire

1- and points b in pole changer, 10, and wire

12, to line, and back to station A.

If all the staffs are in, at both station A
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tions to release pin c. This position of rods

18 and 18 a is shown in Fig. 5.

The withdrawal of a second staff at either

station is impossible because the process above

described cannot be repeated until a staff

(the one just taken out) has been inserted

in either the A machine or the B machine.

If a second staff, at A, or a staff at B, be

lifted to drum D 2, which is on the same

axis with wheel 2, this wheel, locked by its

lower pin having made a half revolution and

been stopped by lock 6, will prevent the drum
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from turning, and will thus keep the staffs

in the machine; and the only way to unlock

the wheel is by repeating the electrical oper-

ations before described. if these be at-

tempted the effort will be futile, because the

next current sent by either station will be of

such polarity that magnets 360 and 88 will

neutralize each other, and so will not hold

up armature 4. The change of polarity was

eifected when the staff was taken out. When

this was done (revolving wheel 2 one-half

turn), wheel 1 was also revolved the same

distance; and thus, by means of eccentric

V‘//-, /

’/

the red disk 18 (Fig. 1) will show white as

in Fig. 2. This indicates to A that the instru-

ment is unlocked. He then moves a staff S

through the vertical part of the slot into

engagement with and revolving the drum

D 2 and withdraws the staff at the circular

opening at the uppermost point. When the

drum D 2 is revolved the circuits are

changed, throwing the instruments out of

synchronism. At the same time, the staff-

indicatlng needle 17 (Fig. 1) will move from

“Staff in” to “Staff out." As soon as A

has withdrawn the staff he presses in his

bell key 12, which will move the indicating

needle at B to “Staff out" (16 Fig. 1).

The staff is 6 in. long and %, in. in diam-

eter. Staffs for different sections of the road

have rings or wards of different shapes or

sizes, so as to prevent the use of any staff

in any machine except the two to which it

belongs. The four steel disks a, a, a, a, Fig.

10, ﬁxed to shaft B, constitute a lock to pre-

vent the improper manipulation of the

dogs 0.

Machines of this design will probably soon

Fig. 10--Sectional View of Drums.

and rod d (Fig. 9), changed the path of the

current by moving pole-changer 10 (Figs. 4

and 8) so that if the battery should be again

connected to the line, the current would flow

through magnet 88 in a direction opposite

to that which it ﬂowed before, and thus it

would neutralize instead of reinforce the cur-

rent through 360.

Replacing the staff in the machine (by

passing it through slot D 1, Fig. 1) again

changes the points 10 a and 10 b (Fig. 8),

and a staff may be taken out as before. Staffs

always come out through D 2, revolving

wheel 2; and always go in through D 1, re-

